
 

 

Step Into The Joyful World Of Spring/Summer With BRABBU 
 

 
Spring is the season of changes and new beginnings. It is time to say goodbye to the wintery colors and step into the more 

joyful world of Spring/Summer. With that comes a batch of new interior design trends to inspire  anyone to give their home 

decor a refreshing makeover. Whether this means redecorating a full space or investing in a statement new furniture piece, 

BRABBU selected 20 ambiances inspired in Pantone’ Spring/Summer Color Trends that will convince any interior design lover 

that it is time for a home refresh. Accept BRABBU’s invitation and step into the joyful Spring! 

 
NAJ ARMCHAIR | CAY SIDE TABLE | WALES SOFA | MANUKA CENTER TABLE | AURUM SUSPENSION LIGHT  

https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/upholstery/naj-armchair/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/art/cay-side-table/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/upholstery/wales-sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/casegoods/manuka-center-table/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/lighting/aurum-suspension-light-3/


 

 

 

 
 
 

 
Refresh Any Interior With Greenery 

 
Symbolic of new beginnings, Greenery has won the prize as color of the year 2017. This yellow-green hue will revitalize and 

refresh any interior. Able to work wonderfully as an accent chair or simply through small appointments, it will bring a touch 

of Nature to any project.  

 
 

AGRA DINING TABLE | CYPRES FLOOR LIGHT | ZULU SOFA | SEQUOIA CENTER TABLE | STOLA ARMCHAIR | VELLUM TABLE 
LIGHT 

 
  

Emirates Hills Villa by Nikki B 

https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/casegoods/agra-dining-table/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/lighting/cypres-floor-light/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/upholstery/zulu-sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/casegoods/sequoia-center-table/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/upholstery/stola-armchair/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/lighting/vellum-wall-light/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/lighting/vellum-wall-light/


 

 

 
 

Embrace A Bold Interior With Pink Yarrow 

Spring is the season to add color into a hospitality project Don’t be afraid to play with accent colors, rich textures, and 

statement pieces. If you’re feeling brave, go with Pink Yarrow, a vibrant and whimsical pink that will steal anyone’s attention, 

whether through a statement furniture piece or small décor accessory. 

 

NAJ DINING CHAIR | NAJ BAR STOOL | CYRUS TABLE LIGHT | IBIS ARMCHAIR | STOLA BAR CHAIR 
 

https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/upholstery/naj-dining-chair/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/upholstery/naj-bar-chair/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/lighting/cyrus-table-light/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/upholstery/ibis-armchair/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/upholstery/stola-bar-chair/


 

 

 
 

 
 

The Trendy Lapis Blue 

Another trendy color is Lapis Blue, an intense blue shade that will add energy to any room. Want to make a statement without 

being too bold? Go for this beautiful hue since it is both elegant and stylish and will look great all year round.  

 
 

KOI CENTER TABLE | BRYCE SIDE TABLE| INCA ARMCHAIR | NIKU FLOOR LIGHT | ZULU SOFA | NAJ BAR CHAIR 

 

Le Pain Français by Stylt Trampoli Beau House by Oliver Burns 

MOONGATA Showroom 

https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/casegoods/koi-center-table/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/casegoods/bryce-side-table/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/upholstery/inca-armchair/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/lighting/niku-floor-light/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/upholstery/zulu-sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/upholstery/naj-bar-chair/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pick Primrose Yellow For A Cheerful Home This Spring 

 

For a sparkle of heat and vitality, Primrose Yellow is the perfect way to add warmth and a good cheer to any space. This 

season you can start incorporating some tropical touches that go very well with this color while creating a dreamy interior. 

 
MAYA ARMCHAIR | MAYA SOFA  

Providence Hotel by Sophie Richard & Elodie Moussié Art Apartment by Recdi8 

https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/upholstery/maya-armchair/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/upholstery/maya-2-seat-sofa/


 

 

 
 
 

Hazelnut, The Symbol Of Elegance 
 

Hazelnut is a key neutral that is both elegant and timeless. Above all, it is a transitional color that will effortlessly connect 

the different seasons. Perfect for any interior design professional who appreciates the beauty of neutrals. 

 
AMIK TABLE LIGHT | PHONG WALL LIGHT | KAYAN MIRROR | KOI CONSOLE | ESSEX ARMCHAIR | INCA ARMCHAIR | VELLUM 

WALL LIGHT | VELLUM SUSPENSION LIGHT | LALLAN CENTER TABLE | KOI SCREEN  

https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/lighting/amik-table-light/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/lighting/phong-wall-light/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/casegoods/kayan-mirror/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/casegoods/koi-console/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/upholstery/essex-armchair/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/upholstery/inca-armchair/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/lighting/vellum-wall-light/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/lighting/vellum-wall-light/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/lighting/vellum-suspension-light/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/casegoods/lallan-center-table-2/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/casegoods/koi-screen-2/


 

 

 
 

 

Infuse Any Project With The Vibrant Flame 

 

Flame is a vibrant red-based orange that will add personality to any space. It is not a neutral neither it is a super bold color 

and, for that reason, it is a great choice for a classic yet stylish home décor or hospitality project. 

 
MAYA ARMCHAIR | MECCA CENTER TABLE | CUZCO RUG | SAKI PENDANT LIGHT | BRYCE SIDE TABLE | MURSI RUG | SIKA 

ARMCHAIR  

https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/upholstery/maya-armchair/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/casegoods/mecca-center-table/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/rugs/cuzco-rug/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/lighting/saki-pendant-light/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/casegoods/bryce-side-table/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/rugs/mursi-rug/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/upholstery/sika-armchair/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/upholstery/sika-armchair/


 

 

 

 

 

Kale, The Luxurious Hue 

 

Kale is a foliage-based green which makes anyone connect to Nature. If Greenery is not a favorite, try this beautiful shade 

of green, a more sober yet sophisticated option. Tip: it looks extra luxurious in velvet furniture pieces! 

 
AMIK TABLE LIGHT | EARTH ARMCHAIR | KOI SIDE TABLE | SAKI PENDANT LIGHT | N20 COUNTER STOOLS 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/lighting/amik-table-light/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/upholstery/earth-armchair/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/casegoods/koi-side-table/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/lighting/saki-pendant-light/
https://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/upholstery/n20-counter-stool/


 

 

ABOUT BRABBU 

 

BRABBU is a design brand that reflects an intense way of living, bringing fierceness, strength and power into an urban lifestyle. 

With a diverse range of furniture, casegoods, upholstery, lighting and rugs, and through sensory design, we pass on a unique expe-

rience in every piece we design and produce. With BRABBU you will get more than a design piece: you will get a diversity of spaces 

filled with memories and unique sensations in perfect harmony with your spaces and your personality. That is why we are the first 

choice for the most remarkable high-end residential and hospitality projects around the world. 

BRABBU is present at the world’s most renowned design events with new versatile design products for eclectic environments that 

foresee the next trends.  

 

For more information please contact: 

BRABBU 

press@brabbu.com 

+ 351 914 925 846 
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